


Discover new possibilities taking your 
brand to the next level

Based in Mexico we started a dream in which our passion for design has 
taken us all over the world.

We work hard, we think smart and we take action to make
things possible.

Since 2003 we have proven our value in every task bringing ideas to life.

We join you in every step of the path helping you to achieve the best 
results on everything you can imagine.



From Mexico to Switzerland, from Colombia to USA, 
We think global and we provide a customized service wherever you go.

What’s your next step?





BRANDING
Tell us what you are thinking of and we will give it color, shape and name, we know how to 
create the winning ones. To create something new is to lead the course, we are always 
ready to put up our creativity in every task, discovering and creating new value to your ideas. 



INSTACLEAR
new product launch



D’GARI PEKES
new product launch



OER
dental clinic

THE BLISS
event design

KIN CLINIK
female liposculpture

OLIO FINO
tasting room

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Tell us what you are thinking of and we will give it 
color, shape and name, we know how to create the 
winning concepts.



The book is always judged by its cover, so does the skin of your product, let us build a perfect 
one for you, not only in terms of design but also in the pre-press process and effective 
communication. The result: something stunning.

PACKAGING





D’GARI
full line



D’GARI KIDS
new product launch



NESTLÉ NAN
optipro & specialties





GERBER
core global redesign



D’GARI LIGHT
new product launch



TROJAN FIRE & ICE
latam pre-press art adaptation



Gerber®

Purina®Guardian Glass®

EDITORIAL
Behind an outstanding layout there is always a great 
challenge, not only about typography and clever 
compositions but also about the right techniques to 
make an impact trough words.



Nido® Abrazzos®

Sta. María®

POP MATERIALS
You’ve seen our work in the supermarket, we’ll always 
find a way to feature your product and make them 
literally pop!



Purina One® Purina Felix®

Nair®



Go hand on hand with your customers through a world of movement, color, music, texture, 
and the right elements to tell a story they can fall in love with.
Let’s make it happen!

DIGITAL MEDIA



GUARDIAN GLASS
xv anniversary

GERBER
it’s cereal time

EUPHORIA NERDAL
logo reveal

VIDEO
Life is about movement, about sound, about the 
feeling. Let us create the perfect asset to tell       
your story.

https://vimeo.com/395255964
https://vimeo.com/395256777
https://vimeo.com/395266738


Capistrano®

Marquesitas D’Gari®

PHOTOGRAPHY
We’ll take care about the right angle and the perfect 
light to stand out your product at its best, everybody 

say cheese!



UI/UX
Go hand in hand with your customers through a 
world of color, texture and the right elements to offer 
a unique and functional experience they can fall in 
love with. 
Let’s make it work. 



In a world running this fast, a comprehensive strategy is a must behind every post, not only 
to make them shareable or likable, but to make them useful to your goals. Follow us!

DIGITAL MARKETING



Guardian Glass® Llantera Queretana® OER®

FACT
More than 3.03 billion people are on some type of 
social media.
That’s close to the half of the world’s population, let’s 
make them fall in love with your brand.



Give us a call: 52 (442) 3143110
Write us: clientes@cintegra2.com

Follow us:

cintegra2.com

We can do so much 
together!

Let’s talk about what’s 
coming.

https://www.behance.net/Cintegra2
https://www.instagram.com/cintegra2_/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cintegra2/
https://www.facebook.com/cintegra2/
https://www.cintegra2.com
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